Case History

First Subsea Openhole Gravel Pack Successfully Completed in Egypt

Baker Hughes delivered 100% sand placement in the openhole completion

In 2009, a customer in the Mediterranean Sea – Egypt was concerned about possible bridging during a gravel pack job as a result of excessive leakoff in a highly permeable formation due to filter cake integrity loss in a newly drilled openhole well. Baker Hughes recommended running a DIRECT PAK™ Ultra screen to mitigate the problem. The well was completed as an openhole section, reaching 50 m of highly permeable unconsolidated sand. This formation type can lead to hole collapse, swelling, migration of solids, and excessive leakoff. In many cases, packing the openhole/screen annulus and wellbore stability are affected by pumping gravel-laden slurries past these unstable sections and can lead to premature bridging and incomplete annular packs, i.e. voids in the gravel pack: the matter that would be unavoidable (when using conventional screen).

Baker Hughes optimized the well design to maximize the production interval, requiring critical assessment of measurement and logging, and accurately setting the production casing shoe and openhole length to avoid reactive shales. Extensive drilling and completion fluids formulation testing was performed before the completion to mitigate formation damage.

The Baker Hughes DIRECT PAK Ultra screen was used to gravel pack the entire interval, regardless of instances where the hole might collapse due to reactive shales, using its slurry bypass capabilities. This is accomplished via kidney shaped tubes distributed around the circumference of the screens with slurry transition points located every five feet along the distribution tube. A total of 195 ft (59 m) of DIRECT PAK Ultra screen was delivered to total depth and was used to gravel pack the entire 10 ½-in. openhole section.

This was the operator’s first subsea openhole gravel pack completion using the 5 ½-in. DIRECT PAK Ultra sand screens through a drill-through horizontal tree, and their first global deployment of DIRECT PAK Ultra screens in an openhole application. The well completion took 20 days of total completion time, which was below the projected P-10 value.

Based on the openhole caliper log run before the completion, the resulting gravel pumped indicated a 100% annular pack was achieved. The well was tested up to 51.7 MMscfd on an 88/64-in. choke — 20% higher than originally projected. The mechanical skin was only 1.9 as a result of the optimized fluid selection.

There were no accidents, no incidents, and no near miss events during this job.

This case history is presented for illustration purposes only, and results may vary between applications.
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